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Nomenclature: 32GPX, 32GPD, or 3001GPX 
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VERSION DIFFERENCES AND ENHANCEMENTS 

The following item describes characteristics of the current release of the 32GPX 

software that differ from the previous version: 

e Support for the new 32K deep memory option (32GPD) was added. 

e Acquisition memory depth is selectable. Before making an acquisition you can 

select a depth of 1K (default), 2K, 4K, or 8K for the standard GPX, or 2K (default), 

4K, 8K, 16K, or 32K for the GPX equipped with the deep memory option. 

* The selections for the Initial Storage field have changed. There are now three 

selections instead of the previous two. The new default selection is Initial Storage 
On, which has no prefill requirement. The old default of Initial Storage On, which 

did require prefill data, is equivalent to the new selection Initial Storage 

On-prefill. 

e The Trigger Location field is now selectable in both Trigger Application mode and 

Programmable Trigger mode. 

INSTALLATION NOTES 

To use this version of GPX software, your PRISM system must be equipped as 

follows: 

e 32GPX or 32GPD board, installed 

¢ 4 Mbyte MPU board, installed 

e PRISM System Software Version 3.2 (or later) 

To operate as a single 160-channel GPX module, your PRISM system must be 

equipped as follows: 

o Two 32GPX boards (standard memory depth), installed and connected by means 

of 160 Channel Weld kit. 
or 

e Two 32GPD boards (optional deep memory), installed and connected by means of 

160 Channel Weld kit. 

You cannot operate a standard and deep board together as a single 160-channel 

module.
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OPERATIONAL NOTES 

The following notes describe functions associated with this version of software that 

can affect how you use the PRISM system. The listed functions are high-impact or 

frequently-seen problems. You should keep these release notes in the Change 
Information section following the yellow divider page at the rear of the 
32GPX Acquisition Module User manual. 

Deep Memory and Save Acqmem Operation 

If you are using a GPX module equipped with the deep memory option, and you are 
operating in High-resolution or 160-channel mode at half or full depth, you can have 

extremely large acquisitions. With these extremely large acquisitions, you cannot 

view the data as a refmem. Due to system memory restrictions, refmems of this size 

cannot be restored. Be aware that the Save Acqmem operation (under the Utilities 

menu, Save/Restore operations) does not warn you if your refmem is too large to 

restore. 

If you want to test whether your acquisition can be restored, first save your acqmem 

to refmem using the F3: Acqmem to Refmem function key in the Display menu. The 

system copies the acqmem data and converts it into refmem form, then loads it into 

system RAM. If this operation is successful, the file will restore again successfully 

as long as your system configuration has not changed. 

However, if the Acqmem to Refmem operation fails, there is not enough RAM for the 

refmem, and the system will alert you. You can then take steps to either reduce the 

depth of the acquisition and reacquire the data, or reduce the RAM usage by 
unloading unneeded applications such that the refmem can be saved. (The Save 
Acqmem operation in the Utilities menu saves the acqmem directly to a refmem file 
without first placing the data in RAM, and so provides no warning.) 

For further information on this subject, refer to Setting the Acquisition Memory 

Depth and Refmems and High-Resolution Mode in the PRISM 32GPX Acquisition 

Module User Manual. 

Timing Labels 
When you add a channel group in the Channel Grouping submenu, traces for other 
channel groups are turned off in the Timing Diagram. To turn these groups on 

again, press F4: Default Display in the Timing Diagram menu. Note that this action 
returns the system default trace display; if your display differed from the default 

order of the traces, the previous order is not restored. Therefore, you should set up 

channel grouping first, before setting up your Timing Diagram display. 

Restored Setups and Programmable Trigger 

When you are working from a restored setup (instrument or module setup), and you 
are changing from a programmable trigger to a trigger application, the system does 

not warn you that the programmable trigger setup will be lost. Therefore, if you 
want to save your programmable trigger setup, you should do so before changing to 

the trigger application.
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32GPX Diagnostics 
When using the 32GPX diagnostics, you should be aware of the following: 

¢ If your PRISM system has a hard disk drive, you should execute diagnostics from 

the hard disk, rather than from the floppy disk. Although it is possible to execute 

the diagnostics from the floppy disk, some system configurations cause the GPX 

tests to report failures that did not occur. 

To execute the diagnostics, you should have the latest version of the PRISM 

diagnostics software (System Diagnostics V1.4 and GPX Diagnostics V1.1) 
installed on your hard disk. If you do not have the latest version, use the Install 

Software operation (in the Save/Restore Utility menu) to install the files from the 
floppy disk labeled PRISM 3000 Diagnostic SW onto your hard disk. 

e After completing the diagnostic tests, the 32GPX diagnostic program unloads the 
GPX application software. If you want to use the 32GPX Acquisition Module after 
running diagnostics, you must reload the GPX application software. You can do 

so automatically by cycling power to your PRISM system (assuming that the GPX 
software is set up to auto-load) or you can reload the software manually. 

The Acquisition Status display is not updated when the diagnostics unload the 
GPX software; if you make an acquisition without reloading the GPX software, 
the Acquisition Status display still lists the GPX as a loaded module and displays 
the message “Module does not function.” You can ignore this message; just reload 
the GPX application software. 

¢ When the diagnostic RAM tests are executing in looping mode, the system may 

not respond to a manual interrupt. If you want to manually stop the diagnostic 
tests (rather than allow the diagnostic test series to complete on its own), wait for 

the RAM tests to complete looping, then press the F1: Stop key during another 

diagnostic test. 

High Resolution Mode and Compare Mask 
When you select High Resolution mode, the compare mask in the Execution Control 

menu and the search pattern in the Search Definition submenu are modified. (This 
occurs when you select High Resolution mode either in the programmable trigger or 

by selecting trigger application number 27.) When you return to the original setting, 

you should manually enter the correct values for the compare mask and search 
pattern. 

Channel Group C TBB Turned Off For Dual Time Base Operation 
If you change to dual time base operation and experience difficulty turning on the 

C TBB group in the State Display Format submenu, it may be because your system 

is heavily loaded. As a workaround, go to the Setup menu and turn off an 
application module that you are not currently using.
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UPDATE ON SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS 

The following notes describe functions associated with this release of software. The 
listed functions are high-impact or frequently-seen problems. 

Extra Channel Group in Microprocessor Disassembler Setups 

Microprocessor Disassembler setups include the channel group Time Base B: C TBB. 
(This channel group was provided as a convenience for dual time base or 
simultaneous state/timing applications.) This channel group is not required for 

microprocessor disassembler operation. You may either delete this channel group or 

just leave it as it is. 

Large Trigger Specifications 
If the trigger specification is large enough that it does not fit on the screen, then the 

End of State N label for the last state is not displayed. 

Timer Value Display 
When you manually stop an acquisition, the timer value listed in the Auxiliary Data 

submenu is always shown in microseconds. When the system automatically 

concludes an acquisition (when the system automatically triggers), the timer value is 

displayed normally. 

High-Resolution Mode and Microprocessor Disassembly 

Although the system allows you to disassemble data acquired in high-resolution 

mode, you should not do so. The results have no meaning. 

Trigger Application 19 
Occasionally, an arrow (yellow on color systems) is erroneously displayed on the 

Trigger on Sample O line of Trigger Application 19. You should ignore this arrow. 
Other arrows are shown correctly.




